
POLITICS EXTENDED ESSAY QUESTIONS

Choosing your EE Research Question in Global Politics can be particularly challenging. This article will tell you how. I
will give you some examples of good ones.

How is the empowerment of Feminine portrayed in the Lord of the Rings? Explain at least one thing that you
would have done differently if you were to do it again. However, there are a few reasons that they still might
not work for you. Sometimes you might learn that there is an analytical method which is commonly used in
your industry i. For GP quite a range of possible topics can be workable. Basically, we reward you for being
able to see the weaknesses in your own work. One that explains the links to the 7 Areas i. To what extent is
biodiversity being managed successfully at National Park X? Mention some weaknesses and limitations of
your research. Bibliography Not included in your word count. Give us the sense that you really do know how
this political issue. Not broad. Again, try to mention any changes made as you progressed with your EE. Every
single paragraph of the body needs to relate in obvious ways to the research question. There are a few more
tests All of the above questions would be potentially-acceptable EE research questions. Can photosynthesis
take place without sunlight? Keep linking back to your EE Research Question showing how what you're
writing is helping you answer the Research Question. Not too much depth. How does X hormone affect
human behavior? Can caffeine in tea or coffee be reduced? You could discuss possible inaccuracies in your
work and the reasons for those. Think of the body as having 2 major sections. To what extent is drug therapy
effective in the treatment of bipolar disorder? Discuss how social variables poverty, parenting, educational
environment may affect cognitive environment To what extent do mirror neurons play a role in empathy? How
did the financial Policy affect the economy in X? Is the relationship between temperature and conductivity and
insulators and conductors? What is the Oberth Effect? Or explore different interpretations of Foundation
Theories , so you show that you understand them and how they relate to your RQ far more than the average
Global Politics student would. Often this is around 3 or 4 pages The jury is out about appendices. Compare
theories explaining altruism in human behaviour Discuss short-term and long-term consequences of exposure
to violence Why do relationships change or end? What is the effect of standing time and temperate on the acid
content in X juice or soda? Show you have really reflected on your work. How particular groups or individuals
have struggled for political power. This is where you really get to shine, showing your ability to put the puzzle
pieces together and really answer your RQ. Generally you should have at least one primary source i. Make
sure that you are always using the 7 areas links to actually answer your research question. Tell us why they
will be helpful and also a weakness or a limitation for each source. For example, make it about more of a
specific case or more of a specific time-period. Here is more advice on doing Advanced Extended Essay
Research IBM Blog Conclusion Approximately words Take time with your conclusion, so you can really
emphasise everything you've discovered and how it all fits together to answer your RQ. ESS How does human
influence impact an aquatic ecosystem? What motivational climate should a coach employ in order to achieve
optimal performance in athletes? To what extent have healthcare policies in X country influenced their human
population curve? How have changes in internal and external factors influenced the environmental value
system of X country? If you need more help with this, there is a lot more advice and guidance in my Global
Politics Mastery course.


